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Written by Samuel Aleshinloye on September 10, 2010 3: 26 pm News one 2.

Air Defense Was Told To “ Stand Down” In the event that a airplane were to 

be hijacked, the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), is 

prepared to send out fighter jets which can debilitate or shoot down an 

airplane. 

On 9/11/01, NORAD generals said they learned of the hijackings in time to 

scramble fighter jets. Some skeptics believe NORAD commanded defense 

systems to “ Stand-down”, because of their lack of presence during the 

attacks. 3. Planes Didn’t Make Twin Towers Collapse, Bombs did The World 

Trade Center collapse appeared similar to a controlled demolition. Many 

speculate that the towers were in fact blown down with explosives placed in 

selected locations. 

Some witnesses accounted hearing explosions inside the building as they 

attempted to escape. Many architects and scientists even maintain that a 

planes fuel cannot produce enough heat to melt the steel frame of the two 

buildings that collapsed. 9. Black Boxes Found By Search Crew Kept Secret 

During the ensuing weeks after the attacks, the Black boxes were one of the 

most important items to find. They were the only evidence into what 

happened inside the cockpits of the plane. 3 of 4 black boxes were found, 

and only one was in good enough condition to listen to. 

The tape was not initially released, but was shared with the families in 2002. 

Skeptics believe the tapes were not disclosed in order to support the secret 

scheme. Mike trocki Log 2 Samuel Aleshinloye says, “ Many speculate that 

the towers were in fact blown down with explosives placed in selected 
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locations” September 10, 2010 3: 26 pm (News one) march 1 2011. As crazy 

as that sounds it actually has some promising evidence. The big problem I 

kept running into researching this is that all the evidence is on video. 

To write what I see on all the videos would be less influential, but is only 

what I see and what you can go watch for yourself. In the videos of the 

towers getting hit by the planes there are many little explosions going down 

as the towers collapse. I would also like to point out that the towers fell 

straight down so neatly as well. Television shows I have watched where 

people actually go inspect these ideas, have also showed the same videos 

but also showed people who were there. In show with Jesse Ventura as the 

host, he eets one man who said he was in the building and heard the smaller

explosion on the lower floor first. This man also stated that there was residue

on the main frame of the building that actually has a high heat rate when on 

fire and would almost melt the metel like a hot knife to butter would. 

To test this theory they got some chemicals to remake the residue, and then 

lit it on metal to show what its power is. It melted the metal, but when they 

lit a simple fire on the metel nothing happened really. The man then said 

that oddly enough he and friends found this chemical residue all over the 

frame after the collapse. 
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